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DR.OX [c74-013]
Natasha Barrett and Tanja Orning

01 Toothrin… 3:27
02 Myelin… 2:25
03 Polycomb… 2:30
04 Anchor Synthesis… 8:09
05 Zinc Finger… 3:17
06 Motif of Myo1p… 6:00
07 GFP-fusion… 5:15

08 Axial Budding… 10:29
09 Beta Receptor… 3:20
10 Axial Landmark… 3:25
11 Meiotic Recombination… 3:30
12 Cellobiohydrolase… 4:07
13 Homolog 1… 5:14
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When it comes to hearing DR.OX, the mysterious self-titled release of cellist Tanja Orning and composer
Natasha Barrett on c74 records is a good place to train the imagination; it’s a reference to the one of Jules
Verne’s off-the-beaten-paths stories that, once read, stays with you.

Unlike the Verne tale, Natasha and Tanja’s names and works will probably be as familiar to anyone who
observes music in the new century as Captain Nemo or Phileas Fogg. Natasha Barrett’s extensive and
diverse catalog of electroacoustic/acousmatic composition and installation work has always been concerned
with revealing the evocative potential of aural detail. Tanja Orning’s career as a cellist has been about
reuniting the long-sundered relationship between the roles of composer and performer in a dizzying array
of contexts, from the concert hall to work with the rock band Wunderkammer and the Christian Wallumrod
ensemble.

The Doctor Ox of the Jules Verne tale descends on the sleepy and conventional Flemish hamlet of
Quiquenone for surreptitious experiments that involve using the village gas lamps to distribute a mysterious
gas (later revealed to be Oxygen) whose effect on the population is decidedly enervating. Tanja and
Natasha, in the guise of creating a compelling listening experience, also have something else in mind -
using Natasha’s Max/MSP patching to combine the rigor and focus of the compositional process with the
immediacy and virtuosity of Tanja’s improvisation. The result is no experiment at all, but an elevated
listening experience.

c74 (http://www.cycling74.com/c74/) is a label devoted to works by artists the world over who use Cycling
’74 software technology (Max/MSP, in this case) to make extraordinary music and art. The label presents
the full range of genres and contexts in which the community of composers and performers who use
Cycling ’74 software work —from traditional electroacoustic music to electronica and beyond. c74 also
features areas of activity not recorded as such by other labels, such as live performances of interactive
systems, and less predictable works by individual artists who are already well known.

Cycling ’74 (http://www.cycling74.com)  creates software for the specialized needs of artists, educators,
and researchers working with audio, visual media, and physical computing. Our visual programming tools
Max/MSP and Jitter serve as the creative engine behind thousands of innovative projects.


